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ABSTRACT
This study aims to examine administrative efforts as Premium Remedium in the settlement of State Administrative disputes (TUN) in Indonesia. In particular, the discussion in this study regarding administrative efforts as a *premium remedium* in state administration disputes in Indonesia, the legal consequences of not carrying out administrative efforts by the plaintiffs, and discussing the advantages and disadvantages of implementing administrative efforts in the settlement of state administration dispute. The research method used in this research was normative juridical and used secondary data consisting of laws related to government administration as the primary material and secondary legal materials, namely literature related to research problems. Based on the results of the study, it is known that administrative efforts are the premium remedy (main drug) in the settlement of state administration disputes in Indonesia. The legal consequences that arise when the settlement of the state administration dispute is not preceded by administrative efforts but directly submits a lawsuit to the Administrative Court, namely the lawsuit can be declared not accepted by the judges. Administrative efforts have advantages and disadvantages related to the state administrative dispute resolution mechanism in Indonesia.


BACKGROUND
The running of a country cannot be separated from the implementation of the duties and functions of the Government, in this case, is the official of the State Administration (TUN). State Administration officials must carry out their duties and functions based on the law; this is a logical consequence of the principle of the rule of law adopted by the Indonesian that has been stated in Article 1 paragraph 3 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. The relationship between Indonesia as a legal state and State Administration officials can be likened to a ship and its crew. Indonesia as a legal state ship can only sail when the crew, in this case, the State Administration officials, work well in accordance with their duties and functions that have been determined by the laws and regulations.¹ The implementation of administrative tasks related to internal affairs (employment matters) and external to a government agency (State Administration Agency/Official) is always related to the task of making State Administrative decisions (KTUN). The increasing knowledge and awareness of the public are followed by the increasing number of Government affairs which does not rule out the possibility of a *conflict of interest* between the two parties. The conflict of interest results in one of the parties (the public) being disappointed or feeling aggrieved by the decision of the State Administration, giving rise to a State Administrative Dispute. State Administrative Dispute is a dispute that arises in the field of State Administration between a person or a civil legal entity and a State Administration Agency or Official, both at the central and regional levels.²

The enactment of Law No. 30 of 2014 concerning Government Administration, hereinafter referred to as the GA Law, brings up several new provisions and paradigms in the field of government administration that will have implications for the practice of administrative justice. One of the new arrangements is to regulate the settlement of government administrative disputes through non-judicial channels between citizens and state administrative officials, as regulated in Article 48 of Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning the State Administrative Court. Responding to the existence of the Act, the Supreme Court issued PERMA No. 6 of 2018 concerning Guidelines for Settlement of Administrative Disputes After Taking Administrative Efforts on December 4, 2018. Previously, in the previous arrangement (Law Number 5 of 1986) when litigation in PERATUN there were two paths, namely: *first*, state administrative decision which did not recognize administrative efforts, then the lawsuit is addressed to the State Administrative
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Court as a court of the first instance. **Second,** for the State Administrative Court that recognizes the existence of administrative efforts, the lawsuit is directly addressed to the Administrative Court. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning the Administrative Court which states that administrative effort is an action that a person can take if he is not satisfied with the state administrative decision which can be done through two procedures, namely objections and administrative appeals. Administrative appeals based on these provisions are in the settlement carried out by superior agencies or even by relevant agencies that issue state administrative decisions.

In short, when viewed in terms of its substance, Law No. 30 of 2014 concerning Government Administration is a material law of the State Administrative Court system. While the formal law is contained in Law Number 5 of 1986. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 6 of 2018**, mandatory and should be applied to all state administration disputes. This statement contains the consequence that if there is a State Administrative dispute, the settlement must first be through an administrative effort agency. **The administrative efforts consist of objections and appeals. In other words, the court is positioned as the *ultimum remedium* for state administration disputes if all administrative efforts that have been taken cannot also result in a settlement. Then the lawsuit can be submitted to the State Administrative court to be examined, decided, and tried.**

Based on the description in this study, it will specifically examine the following problems; Why must administrative efforts be taken first before filing a lawsuit for a state administrative dispute to the State Administrative Court? What are the legal consequences of not carrying out administrative efforts by the plaintiff? What are the advantages and disadvantages of implementing administrative efforts first in overcoming the administrative dispute?

The research method used in this study was normative juridical, namely a research method that bases its analysis on legislation as legal norms. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 6 of 2018,** this study used secondary data consisting of laws related to government administration as the primary material and secondary legal materials, namely literature related to research problems. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 6 of 2018,** the secondary legal data was collected using a literature study. Then it was analyzed descriptively by describing the object of research and then a conclusion was drawn to answer the research problem.

**DISCUSSION**

A. **Administrative Efforts Are *Premium Remedium* in State Administration Disputes in Indonesia**

The discussion in this section cannot be separated from the basic principle of the Indonesian state, namely the rule of law. In the context of this research, the law is the basis used to control the actions of the Government as a state administrator. The importance of legal control over the administration of the state by the Government is none other than the creation of a just and prosperous and happy society. **The implementation of the rule of law principle is the functioning of state administrative law because it regulates and relates to the implementation and administration of the rule of law.** Administrative efforts are part of administrative law in Indonesia, so administrative efforts are the main way in resolving disputes relating to the implementation of the duties and authorities of State administrators. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 6 of 2018,** according to Indroharto, administrative effort is a procedure for resolving administrative/state administrative disputes which are carried out by the government itself and not through the judiciary. **Referring to the provisions of the General Elucidation of Law No. 6 of 2018,** this effort was carried out before a state administration dispute was brought to court with the aim that it could be resolved first within the government itself. The point is that administrative effort is a procedure that can be taken in solving a problem related to a Civil Legal Entity which is carried
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out if the person or individual feels less or dissatisfied with a state administrator’s decision that is within the scope of the existing administration or government itself.\textsuperscript{14}

Administrative legal remedies when viewed from the legal principle, namely the legal principle of \textit{premium remedium} (main drug).\textsuperscript{15} So the administrative legal remedy is a \textit{premium remedium} (main drug), that the first step is to resolve the state administrative dispute in Indonesia. The legal principle which in the context of this paper is an administrative effort is included in the realm of state administrative law, in contrast to the principle of criminal law. The principle of criminal law is the \textit{ultimum remedium} (last remedy) meaning that criminal law efforts are carried out as a last resort in resolving a case when other legal remedies have been taken.\textsuperscript{16} Other legal remedies referred to include administrative efforts.

Administrative efforts when referring to the provisions of Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning the State Administrative Court (PTUN), especially in the provisions of Article 48, which essentially stipulates those administrative efforts must be carried out first and must be based on law and the Administrative Court can only examine, hear and decide on state administration disputes if administrative efforts have been made, done, and it didn’t work. Meanwhile, the follow-up or efforts to settle state administrative disputes that have taken administrative efforts are regulated in Article 51 paragraph (3), which states that state administrative disputes that have not been successfully resolved through administrative efforts will continue with the stages of examination, trial, and decision in the Administrative Court.\textsuperscript{17} Based on the provisions in Law Number 5 of 1986 concerning Administrative Court, administrative efforts only apply and are required for certain State Administration disputes for which administrative efforts are provided by the legislation. On the other hand, Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning Administrative Courts does not require administrative efforts for State Administration disputes for which administrative efforts are not provided by the law.\textsuperscript{18}

In the case of State Administrative Court disputes for which there is no way of settling through administrative efforts by law, then there are two paths or two lines of litigation before the State Administrative Court. For state administrative decisions that do not recognize administrative efforts, the lawsuit is directed to the Administrative Court as the first level court, while for state administrative decisions that recognize administrative efforts, the lawsuit is directly addressed to the State Administrative High Court.\textsuperscript{19}

Referring to the provisions of Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning Administrative Court, the explanation of Article 48 paragraph (1) concerning the Administrative Court, administrative efforts consist of administrative objections and appeals. Efforts to object are carried out if the state administrative dispute that occurs is resolved by the agency or official that issued the state administrative decision. Meanwhile, the settlement of state administration disputes through administrative appeals is submitted through the superior agency or other agency from which the decision was issued. In practice, administrative measures provided by laws and regulations for certain state administration disputes can be in the form of objections only; administrative appeal only; or administrative objections and appeals (cumulative).

In accordance with the provisions of Article 51 paragraph (3) and paragraph (4) of Law No. 5 of 1986, if all administrative efforts have been taken but the results are still unsatisfactory, the state administrative dispute can be submitted to the State Administrative High Court (PTUN) to be examined and decided. In this case, the Administrative Court acts as a court of the first instance that decides on State Administration disputes as referred to in Article 48 (state administrative disputes that have taken administrative efforts). Furthermore, it is still possible to submit an appeal and review to the Supreme Court.

In dealing with the dynamics and developments of the times, which of course, Law No. 5 of 1986 was deemed irrelevant, then Law No. 30 of 2014 concerning Government Administration was issued. Administrative efforts in the Law are regulated in separate chapters, namely Chapter X Articles 75 to 78. The Law states that administrative efforts can be made through objections and appeals. In addition, referring to the provisions contained in Article 75 paragraphs (1) and (2) of the Government Administration Law, it is under the provisions in Article 48 paragraph (1) and the explanation of Article 48 of Law No. 5 of 1986 concerning Administrative Court. Then the State Administrative obtained a new authority, namely the state administrative dispute with the object of the dispute in the form of government administrative actions.\textsuperscript{20} Meanwhile, referring to the provisions of Article 1 point


\textsuperscript{17} Zairin Harahap, Hukum Acara Peradilan Tata Usaha Negara (Jakarta: Raja Grafindo, 2002). Hlm. 83–84.

\textsuperscript{18} R. Wiyono, Hukum Acara Peradilan Tata Usaha Negara (Jakarta: Sinar Grafika, 2014). Hlm. 110-111.
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(16), Article 75, Article 76, Article 77, and Article 78 in the GA Law, there are several fundamental changes related to the administrative process, including the following:

The first change is that there is a unification of the Administrative Justice system with administrative efforts, in which a lawsuit to the administrative court is the final process in an administrative effort as implied in Article 75 of the GA Law. This is of course different from the Administrative Court Law (Law No. 5 of 1986) where administrative efforts are carried out if the settlement process has been regulated in certain laws through internal mechanisms; The second change is that there is a requirement that all state administrative decision disputes be resolved through an internal (non-judicial) mechanism first through an objection and appeal procedure.

The Supreme Court Regulation (PERMA) RI No. 6 of 2018 concerning Guidelines for Settlement of Administrative Disputes After Taking Administrative Efforts based on the provisions of Article 2 paragraphs (1) and (2) which in essence that the settlement of state administrative disputes must first be resolved through administrative efforts consisting of objections and appeals. These provisions are mandatory, which if the efforts have not found a new solution, the dispute can be submitted to the Administrative Court. In short, that the State Administrative Court is not authorized to receive, examine, decide and resolve government administrative disputes submitted by the plaintiff before going through administrative efforts. Based on the description above, it can be stated that administrative effort is a premium remedium (the main drug) in the settlement of state administration disputes in Indonesia. This means that administrative efforts must be taken first by the plaintiff in the settlement of state administrative disputes in Indonesia. This has been based on a legal principle, namely the premium remedium legal principle, and a juridical basis, namely legislation as positive law in Indonesia.

B. Legal Consequences for Not Implementing Administrative Efforts First by the Plaintiff

Legal consequences are consequences that must be borne by legal subjects because of their actions, if the actions of legal subjects are not following the law, there will be legal sanctions that must be accepted by the legal subject concerned.\(^{21}\) Legal consequences or in other words, also called juridical consequences are obligations that must be borne by a legal subject because they have committed certain legal actions.\(^{22}\) So legal consequences are the obligations of legal subjects caused by an action. In the context of this research, the legal consequences referred to are consequences that must be borne by legal subjects, namely the plaintiff in a state administrative dispute if he does not make administrative efforts first in resolving his state administrative dispute.

Based on the juridical review, the implementation of administrative efforts is based on the Regulation of the Supreme Court (PERMA) RI No. 6 of 2018 concerning Guidelines for Settlement of Administrative Disputes After Taking Administrative Efforts, the Administrative Court only has the authority to examine, decide and resolve state administrative disputes if all administrative efforts have been passed. So that the Administrative Court is not authorized to examine state administrative disputes if administrative efforts have not been carried out in their entirety. Talking about the legal consequences if the legal subject who filed the lawsuit or the plaintiff filed a lawsuit in the Administrative Court but has not gone through administrative efforts as stipulated in the law, the consequence is that the judge can declare the lawsuit is not accepted because administrative efforts have not been taken by the Plaintiff. This is in accordance with the provisions of Article 48 of Law Number 5 of 1986 concerning Administrative Court.

So based on the description above, regarding the legal consequences that arise because the plaintiff does not take administrative measures first, it can be stated that the legal consequences that arise when the state administrative dispute does not carry out administrative efforts first, or in other words the plaintiff does not take administrative measures first, but the plaintiff directly filed a lawsuit to the Administrative Court, the claim by the plaintiff was not accepted, due to a formal defect, namely not taking administrative measures first.

C. Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing Administrative Efforts in State Administrative Dispute Resolution in Indonesia

There is no perfect legal remedy in the settlement of a case or a dispute, including the settlement of state administration disputes. In administrative efforts, of course, there are advantages and disadvantages. Regarding the advantages of administrative efforts in resolving state administration disputes, there are at least 5 (five) advantages of implementing administrative efforts in resolving state administration disputes in Indonesia, which are as follows;

First, that there is a complete assessment of a State Administrative Decision (KTUN) both from the Legal aspect (Rechtmatigheid) and the Opportunity aspect (Doelmatigheid). This means that the state administrative decision that has been taken by the state administrative officials can be assessed in full by going through administrative efforts first. The complete assessment means that it can be known about the reasons for deciding by the state administrative officer because it can be validated or
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crosschecked directly to the state administrative official concerned. The aspect of Legality (Rechtmatigheid) means that administrative efforts to test a state administrative decision must comply with positive legal procedures,\(^23\) if it is appropriate then the decision is already legally valid or already has legality. Opportunity aspect (Doelmatigheid) means that administrative efforts will also pay more attention to the advantages and disadvantages caused by a state administrative decision that has been taken by state administrative officials,\(^24\) if it is more beneficial to the general public, then the decision is legal according to law.

Second, the dispute resolution approach is carried out by deliberation. Administrative efforts are based on the value of deliberation and consensus as outlined through Pancasila, especially the 4th principle of Pancasila. Deliberation and consensus is a value that is highly upheld by the Indonesian people from generation to generation, this is done to reach a joint decision to resolve a problem or make a decision for a particular matter for the common interest of the Indonesian people. Deliberation and consensus are the way to unite the different interests of the parties.\(^25\) In this context, administrative efforts become a means of deliberation to reach a consensus that is possible to resolve problems between the parties, namely the plaintiff and the state administrative officials.

Third, that the administrative process is fast and does not have to wait as long as in court processes in general because it is completed internally by the institution concerned so that it can be executed immediately. The fast process of administrative efforts carried out is in line with the principle of fast justice which is widely interpreted that in this context includes speedy dispute resolution. Administrative efforts will shorten the state administrative dispute resolution process when compared to filing through the Administrative Court settlement process.\(^26\) This will be more profitable for the parties because in terms of cost and time it will not be wasted much, due to the short state administrative dispute resolution process.

Fourth, cost efficiency because there is no need to pay court fees. The advantage of the fourth administrative effort is that it will reduce the costs to be incurred by the parties, especially the plaintiff. This is because the plaintiff does not need to pay the court fees. Furthermore, the fifth advantage is that administrative appeals are not bound to use procedural procedures such as in the Administrative Court. This will make administrative efforts more flexible and more able to accommodate the interests of the parties to the state administrative dispute. These 5 (five) things are the advantages of carrying out administrative efforts in resolving state administration disputes in Indonesia.

Meanwhile, the weaknesses in the implementation of administrative efforts in the settlement of state administrative disputes in Indonesia can be identified into 3 (three) weaknesses, namely as follows; The first weakness is that, at the level of objectivity of the assessment, the State Administration Agency/Official who issues the decision is sometimes directly or indirectly related to their interests, thereby reducing the maximum assessment that should be taken.\(^27\) Administrative efforts carried out through the state administrative officials which are authorized to resolve State Administration disputes, have the potential to conduct subjective and non-objective assessments. This is the concern of the plaintiffs. The second weakness is that there are no definite rules, especially the expiration time of the assessment or trial. The settlement process through administrative efforts is not determined by the time limit, while the submission of a state administrative dispute to the Administrative Court is limited to 90 (ninety) days from the date the decision is issued by the state administrative agency or official. So those administrative efforts could potentially have the state administrative body authorized to examine the dispute slow down the settlement process with the aim that the dispute does not enter the Administrative Court because it has expired. The third and final weakness is that there is an opportunity to ignore someone's administrative report or appeal.\(^28\) This third weakness is a continuation or consequence of the second weakness, namely that the state administration agency authorized to examine and resolve state administration disputes has the potential to ignore reports from plaintiffs regarding certain state administration disputes.

CONCLUSION

Based on the discussion in this study, it can be concluded as follows; administrative effort is a premium remedium (main drug)\(^\_\) in the settlement of state administration disputes in Indonesia. This means that administrative efforts must be taken first by the plaintiff in the settlement of state administrative disputes in Indonesia. This has been based on a legal principle, namely the premium remedium legal principle, and a juridical basis, namely legislation as positive law in Indonesia. The legal consequence that occurs
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if the plaintiff does not file an administrative effort first but directly submits a lawsuit to the Administrative Court is the panel of judges can declare the lawsuit unacceptable. In administrative efforts, there are advantages and disadvantages. However, when viewed there are many advantages, one of which is the speed in handling dispute resolution because it is carried out internally through the relevant agencies. So that administrative efforts are the path that must be taken first in the settlement of state administrative disputes in Indonesia, but still, pay attention to the expiration time limit that has been set for filing a lawsuit to the Administrative Court. In addition, the state administrative body must exercise its authority to examine and resolve State Administration disputes through administrative efforts in an objective manner.
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